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New songs? Of course, we love to learn through 
music! New fishy songs and Hawaiian themed 
dances are being learnt as we expand our gross 
motor skills, patterning and rhythm skills. 
Everyone is having lots of fun and a great way to 
see off the rainy season blues (though Kevin 
doing the Hawaiian dance seems to make them 
laugh!)
Our classroom is undergoing a transformation as 
we make a HUGE aquairum to mka e a new 
quiet area and the castle will make way for a 
new relaxing beach tent to "chill out" in. FUN!

The letter sound "u" has been dominating our language 
lessons this week. We got lucky with the weather, the 
way to remember the sound is "u - u - u…" as in the 
first sound in umbrella. We practised writing the letter 
in sand before attempting a worksheet, we painted a big 
capital "U" with mini paint rollers, we investigated the 
"u" sound in three letter words, painted 3D umbrellas 
then using eye droppers with made it rain, we 
decorated real umbrellas with special paint pens and 
even made multi-coloured umbrella cookies! A really 
enjoyable academic week and the last letter in the 
vowels we were yet to finish. The next step is to try 
and blend using the phonic sounds we have already 
learnt.

Academics

Perfect timing for the rainy 
season! U-u-u-umbrellas

Roller art? Making a big "u" with 
paint rollers helps us to remember 
the phonics sound.

It`s not raining in the classroom. 
We have umbrella cookies to keep 
away the pesky weather.

Some highlights of the week

Reminders
The sun is becoming stronger now the Summer 

months are around the corner. Please put sun cream on 
your child before coming to school and a sun hat too 

please.
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